CBE joins DexKo Global
DexKo Global, world leaders in the production of suspension technology, chassis construction and related components, has acquired CBE s.r.l. (CBE Group), headquartered in Trento,
in Italy. The aim is to expand the core business of AL-KO Vehicle Technology including solutions for electronics.

Words Giorgio Carpi

I

n July 2018, DexKo Global signed an
agreement for the acquisition of CBE
Group, a leading European manufacturer
and distributor of electronic components and
wiring for recreational vehicles. In addition to
the headquarters in Trento, CBE has production plants in Arco, Italy and in Soliman, Tunisia. With a history of more than 40 years, CBE
is a leading company in Europe in the sector
of electrical and electronic systems for recreational vehicles. Based in Trento, Northern
Italy, CBE is a design partner for motorhome
and caravan manufacturers all over the world,
drawing up personalised solutions which involve all aspects of the on board electrical
systems: from control panels to distribution
boards, from battery chargers to tank probes,
sockets, switches, up to complete wiring of
the vehicle. CBE’s founder and former CEO
Bruno Conci intended to retire from the company and therefore found a strategic buyer
in DexKo Global. Fred Bentley, CEO at DexKo
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Global: “We are delighted that CBE has become part of the DexKo Global Group. CBE
enjoys an excellent reputation in the industry
and is characterised by quality and reliability - the same values that DexKo and AL-KO
Vehicle Technology represent. We are confident that, together with CBE and its product
portfolio, we will be able to even better serve
our customers in the leisure vehicle and light
commercial vehicle segments.” Harald Hiller,
President and CEO AL-KO Vehicle Technology:
“We are pleased that Bruno Conci is handing
over his life’s work to us, and we will continue
the business in his spirit. With CBE, we gain
further access to the electronics sector and the
integration into AL-KO Vehicle Technology will
enable us to open up new product segments.
At the same time, the acquisition helps us to
expand our position as a leader in innovation
and quality. I am particularly pleased that we
were able to retain Paolo Moiola and Dorian
Sosi, who already hold leadership positions,

From left to right: Dorian Sosi, Gerd Stoll,
Bruno, Laura and Roberto Conci, Paolo Moiola.
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as managing directors.” The two CEOs, Paolo
Moiola and Dorian Sosi, are at the helm of
CBE, and they have held managerial positions
within CBE since the early 2000s and have an
in-depth knowledge of the market in which
the company does business. “I would like to
thank Bruno Conci, CBE’s founder, with whom
I have enjoyed working for more than 25 years
– states Dorian Sosi, one of the two new joint
CEOs – my, indeed our objective is to succeed,
by continuing to apply what he has taught
us, respecting our clientèle, the quality of our
products and of our manufacturing processes.
I am grateful to AL-KO for this opportunity
and I have every faith in the shared growth
that awaits us”. Paolo Moiola, new joint CEO
adds: “I am proud of everything we have
built - under the forward-thinking guidance
of Bruno Conci - over the years working with
the entire team at CBE Group. I would like to
thank AL-KO for the role they have given me,
and I will do everything in my power, thanks

to the skills and resources of DexKo Global,
to ensure our Group continues to develop its
potential further and achieves ever more ambitious goals”. The Italian management team
will be supported in their tasks by the CEO of
AL-KO Italia, Gerd Stoll: “As a member of the
Board of Directors of CBE, it is a pleasure to
team up with my colleagues Sosi and Moiola,
who I have known for many years, and greatly respect. My commitment is to foster the
integration of CBE within DexKo Global processes. I am very familiar with this integration,
since it has also involved AL-KO Italia since
2015, when the American Group was set up”.
CBE equips approximately 40,000 recreational
vehicles each year, and exports make up more
than 80% of annual turnover. In the last 15
years alone, the company has supplied electronic devices for over 300,000 motorhomes.
Considering previous supplies too, an estimated 500,000 or so motorhomes in circulation
are fitted with an average of more than 5 CBE
devices. CBE also specialises in the photovoltaic sector, where it offers an extensive range
of modules and regulators. And it is a leader in
wiring harnesses. These days, there are more
than 500-600 metres of wires on a mid-level motorhome, whereas this figure can reach
up to 2,000 metres on a large, extra-luxurious motorhome. CBE is the only supplier of
electrical and electronic components to design and independently manufacture wiring
for the motorhome industry. This takes place
in two separate production plants: the branch
in Arco, Italy, and SCT in Tunisia. 100% of the
wiring produced is tested directly by CBE. In
2018, the company will have produced approximately 400,000 wiring harnesses, for installation in over 40,000 recreational vehicles.
Today, wiring makes up approximately 40%
of turnover. In the head office in Trento, the
company has a simulation testing lab which
allows all CBE systems (existing and future) to
undergo functional simulation in combination
with almost all the devices and utilities applied
to recreational vehicles, such as space heaters,
air conditioning units, generators, refrigerators, lighting systems, water pumps, water
heaters and inverters.

CBE’s Milestones
• 1976 - CBE is founded by the former
co-owner and CEO Bruno Conci, who
started out in the caravanning industry
manufacturing electrical systems and
electronic devices for local manufacturers Laverda and VS Caravan. Just 2
years later the company launches the
first LED control panel for motorhomes.
• 1982 - First attendance at the Turin
show (now in Parma)
• 1985 - First attendance at the Essen
show (now in Düsseldorf)
• 1987 - First attendance at the Paris
show
• 1990 - CBE moves to a new 1000 m²
factory (Lamar/TRENTO)
• 1994 - First LCD control panel for motorhomes
• 2003 - CBE obtains UNI EN ISO 9001
certification.
Constantly increasing
turnover leads CBE to purchase a 4500
m² field where the current Spini/TRENTO premises – at that time 2800 m² –
are located.
• 2008 - First touchscreen control panel
for motorhomes.
• 2009 - CBE decides to invest strategically on the direct manufacture of wiring
harnesses and takes over LCE, a consolidated company in that industry located
in Arco/TRENTO.
• 2011 - A new production facility (still
in Arco/TRENTO), spanning more than
1500m², is made available to LCE. CBE
strengthens and expands its production
capacity in the wiring harnesses industry with the start-up SCT, based in Soliman/TUNISIA,
• 2014 - Expansion of the factory in Spini/TRENTO (with the work completed
mid-2015), creates a further 1000 m²
dedicated mainly to additional test laboratories and storage areas.
• 2016 - CBE creates the simulation testing lab, a laboratory that allows the
functional simulation of all CBE systems
in combination with appliances and
electrical utilities typically installed on
recreational vehicles.
• 2018 - DexKo Global Inc. (through its
subsidiary AL-KO) signs an agreement
in July which has led to the acquisition
of CBE.
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How Thetford keeps
its product range
fresh and relevant
By watching market trends and listening to feedback
from OEMs and caravan and motorhome owners,
Thetford has introduced new and updated models to
its cooking, refrigeration and toilet range for 2019.
Words John Rawlings
Distance holders to support perfect installation
of the T1152

Evolution and reputation

A

s a leading, global supplier to the leisure vehicle and other markets,
Thetford cannot rest on its laurels. It regularly attends events and
exhibitions to listen to end-users and see the latest market trends. With
operations in USA, China and Australia, Thetford’s products are developed and tested to perform for a wide range of climates and uses. Thetford has developed a strong reputation for reliability and innovation, so

feedback from owners and users helps Thetford to maintain this by
developing product improvements to meet customer needs now and
for the future. Thetford also believes that if caravan and motorhome
owners have a good experience of using the cooking, refrigeration or
toilet fitted to their vehicles, then the OEMs Thetford supplies will have
happier customers and be more likely to continue to fit its products.

New models: T1152 refrigerator

T

New T1152
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hetford’s fridges are a great example of
how it has reacted to market trends and
now offers a bigger choice of compressor
(electric) or absorption (3-way) models. In particular, the Thetford tall, slim refrigerator portfolio (418mm wide) has reflected the trend
for bigger, larder-style fridges in the domestic market, plus Thetford has also responded
to the growth in van conversions wanting
compressor fridges. Many OEMs have found
Thetford’s tall, slim refrigerators make an attractive and popular addition to their interiors, and also give their designers freedom to
create new layouts. The new Thetford T1152
model for 2019 has been developed to meet
a growing demand for compressor fridges
which started from van converters and is now
also coming from caravan and motorhome
manufacturers as well. Compressor fridges
have sufficient ventilation for perfect cooling
without needing external vents, and as there’s
no need for gas pipes or space to store a gas
bottle, they can be quicker and easier to install. The new T1152 shares the same dimensions (1500 x 418 x 578 mm) as the N3140
absorption model, and looks identical, effectively giving OEMs a great fridge with the
choice of compressor or absorption cooling
systems. The new T1152 is lighter than the
N3140 and also has a larger volume capacity thanks to not needing the gas system that
the absorption model has: the T1152 has a
capacity of 152-litres and weighs 34kg, compared to the N3140’s 142-litres and 37kg.
Tests have proved the T1152 is suitable for the

tropical climate class, thanks to its powerful
12v compressor, which means it will still work
efficiently in ambient temperatures of up to
43 degrees. As you would expect, the inside
of the fridge has also been given a great
deal of thought. There’s an 18-litre freezer,
a large slide-out drawer at the bottom that’s
big enough for vegetables and large bottles,
plus retainers on
each shelf to keep
items in place
while
travelling
(which can be
folded away when
not needed). A
‘night mode’ reduces noise from
the compressor
and saves energy
while everyone is
sleeping. Typical
energy consumption during daytime is 0.50 kWh,
which equates to
around 2.5 days
power using a
95Ah battery. The
energy consumption reduces to
0.40 kWh in night
mode, expected
to last three days
on a 95Ah battery.

Thetford BV • Nijverheidsweg 29 • 4870 AD Etten-Leur • Netherlands
Contacts: +31 765042200 • www.thetford.com

New models: 525 oven

T

he new 525 oven, with integral grill, is
designed to fit neatly above Thetford’s
525 mm wide refrigerators in the same way
that the 420 oven model fits above the 420
mm refrigerators. It blends perfectly with the
fridge to create a smart, integrated appearance, and utilises the space above the fridge

New 525
model

perfectly, although, it can be installed separately, if required. To prevent overheating of
the surrounding cabinet and ceiling, the oven
has a ‘smart’ twin fan cooling system which
switches on automatically when a certain
temperature is reached. For convenience,
the oven door is hinged at the top to open
upwards and can be left open when using
the grill as it gives further protection to help
shield the ceiling from any heat.

Current N3170E

Enhancements: refrigerators

A

t the same time as introducing the new T1152 refrigerator, Thetford has also enhanced
its N3000 models with new interiors to optimise storage and cooling performance. For
example, the 2019 N3000 models now have clear shelves, drawers and door bins so it is easier
to see what is on them, and give them a fresh and modern look. The lower vegetable/bottle
drawer is now split in two for easier access if the door cannot be opened fully. The shelves
have also been redesigned with integrated food retainers and can easily be put in upwards or
downwards, as required. The N3170 and N3175 models offer a new, optional slide-out box
which fits under a shelf as an ideal place to store smaller items, such as butter or cheese. It also
makes it easier to take items like these in one go, to minimise the amount of time the door is
open releasing its cooled air.

New N3170E

Enhancements: cookers

T

he Thetford K1520 cooker is a completely new model for 2019 including two new features
that are currently unique for the caravan and motorhome market in Europe: a fan assisted
oven, plus the ability to use the oven and grill even when the glass lid over the hob is closed.
Other great features include a bigger grill and domestic-style control knobs and door handles
for the grill and oven. The new fan assisted oven is designed to improve cooking performance
(and cooking time) by distributing the heat around the oven more evenly. It also boosts the
time it takes to heat up the oven, which during testing heated the oven from 20°C to 200°C in
approximately six minutes. Cooking anything under the grill will be quicker and easier as it has
been enlarged on the 2019 model. The four-burner hob is available as gas only or dual fuel with
three gas rings and a 1000W electric hotplate. To comply with legislation and codes of practice
in many countries, there is the option of an automatic shut-off for the gas and electricity supply
when the hob’s glass lid is lowered.

On the left: K1520 Gas
On the right: K1520 Dualfuel
C500
new design

Refreshed: sanitation

F

or 2019, Thetford’s popular C500 cassette toilet has a refreshed, modern (yet familiar)
design, plus a new control panel, seat and lid which make it more comfortable and convenient to use. The ergonomics of the new control panel are better, while the lid is now easier to
open and close. Thetford’s C500 Fresh-Up Set makes it possible to retro-fit the new seat and
lid, so caravans or motorhomes with the previous C500 model(s) can be upgraded. The new
control panel is also available for retro-fitting.
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